
The curriculum at Valley Nursery School means everything children experience and 

all the opportunities they have in school. 

We provide an inspirational language-rich environment indoors and out with quality 

resources alongside well-trained and experienced staff  in order to provide the best 

curriculum (experiences, opportunities) that enable children to develop the skills and 

knowledge they need right now and in preparation for the future.  

Children with SEND are fully included and are supported with highly trained staff 

and a bespoke environment for them to access. 

We plan a broad and balanced curriculum appropriate for their age and stage of 

development which takes account of children’s interests. We provide a balance of 

adult-guided teaching alongside opportunities that support independence and social 

learning.  

We enhance children’s learning by changing the environment and extending their 

experiences and learning by providing real-life experiences about the wider world. 

Genuine relationships (strong attachments) between children, staff and families are 

fundamental to our curriculum and we pride ourselves on striving to be our best and 

being ambitious for everyone. We are fully inclusive, celebrate cultural diversity and 

have high aspirations for all. 

We recognise that children are individuals (unique child) and strive for children  

to be the best they can be in a warm, welcoming and nurturing environment  

where they feel safe and respected. 

Valley Nursery School 

Curriculum Intent 



The EYFS is the guidance that we use in planning our curriculum but we focus on 

the elements which are important to our children and our community.  

Personal Development/ Social and emotional Development 

We offer a curriculum which allows children to build relationships, where they can play 

together, make friends, share and take turns. We want children to grow in self-esteem 

and confidence and be able to make choices, ask for things and explore the environment 

independently. We enable children to explore their feelings and the impact of their 

feelings on others in a safe and supportive environment. 

Communication and Language 

Our curriculum gives children the opportunity to listen so that they can access learning. 

We enable them to understand and use everyday objects, follow instructions and make 

sense of the world. We offer a language-rich environment so that children can express 

their likes and dislikes, needs and interests so we can provide the best environment for 

them. We will value all languages and allow children to connect ideas and to talk about 

past, future and present events.  

Physical Development 

Our curriculum enables children to engage in sensory activities through their own 

bodies, through mark-making and using tools and equipment. We allow children to use 

equipment safely and develop writing skills. Our environment is rich in opportunities for 

children to walk, climb, balance and play in and out of large scale play equipment. We 

allow children to move freely and with pleasure as they develop co-ordination and 

balancing ability. We offer food activities so that children can use cups, knives and 

forks properly. We offer cultural aspects to food choices and healthy eating and enable 

children to understand the positive impact of healthy eating and exercise. 



Literacy 

Reading 

Our curriculum promotes a love of stories, songs, rhymes and books. We offer reading 

projects involving the whole family. Our curriculum allows children to enjoy books, share 

them with each other and with their friends. We support children to talk about stories, 

point to pictures, talk about characters and anticipate what will happen next. We allow 

children to choose their own rhymes, to sing and to recognise rhythm and rhyme 

(phonological awareness). We offer early reading, access to letters and sounds and 

phonics.  

Writing 

Our curriculum allows children to make marks indoors and out using large and small 

movements. Children can write captions and words that represent and show meaning in 

their work and in the environment. Our curriculum supports children to be emergent 

writers. 

 

Maths 

Our curriculum allows children to develop awareness of number through rhymes, 

counting, writing and stories. Children will learn about the language of maths through 

play in the environment and understand maths concepts using the parachute, games, 

construction, sequencing, pattern and shape. We enable children to talk about size, 

length, capacity and talk about the properties of shapes and positional language. We 

support children to become confident mathematicians.  

 



Understanding the World 

Our curriculum allows children to explore the world around them using their senses, to 

recognise pattern and change and how things work. Children will learn to understand and 

value the local and wider community and the wider world. Children will be enabled to use 

technology: cameras, ipads, microphones, CD players and other techno toys. Children will 

learn about the roles people play in the world, what people do and understand the 

natural world- animals, materials, nature, the environment and recycling. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Our curriculum will allow children to use materials and textures to create art work, 

projects and to use their imagination freely. Children will be able to join in dance and 

drama and use props with music to feel the beat and explore how sounds can change. 

Children will experiment with paint, glue and a range of materials, talking about how 

things feel and what they see.  

Children will be enabled to use their imagination through everyday play using 

representation and bringing their own ideas to life, bringing the wider world into the 

classroom. 


